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Introduction

The Terms of Reference for this review were:-

(i) to examine the adequacy of the arrangements made for the transport of contaminated

material from Lucas Heights and St Marys to Woomera, in terms of compliance with the

Australian Code for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990.

(ii) to report to the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology, in particular on

a) the quality of the planning and preparation for the move;

b) the safety and effectiveness of the move itself;

c) the adequacy of response to any 'incidents' involved in the move, and of contingency
arrangements;

d) whether planning and transport arrangements might be improved for the future.

2. Thus, the Review was focussed on movements of material in two specific cases - material

owned by the CSIRO and stored at Lucas Heights and material owned by the Department of

Defence and stored at St Marys. This report, therefore, begins by outlining the history and steps

taken in each of these two cases before turning to an assessment directed at the questions raised in

the Terms of Reference.

3. The Review was intended to assess the handling of these matters at the Commonwealth level -

and accordingly no attempt has been made to assess, in an overall sense, the adequacy of the

contributions to these movements of the relevant authorities in New South Wales and South

Australia.

4. It is evident that the Terms of Reference are directed to transportation arrangements and not

to issues of storage or the storage site itself. The Woomera Rangehead was chosen by the

Government as an interim storage site for this material pending the establishment of a permanent

national repository for disposal of low level and short lived intermediate level radioactive waste.

This Review does not address the processes which led to the selection of the Woomera Rangehead

for interim storage purposes and associated issues such as consultation with aboriginal interests and

adequacy of the storage arrangements at the Woomera Rangehead itself. In relation to Term of
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Reference (d), however, discussion of possible future arrangements for transportation of waste

cannot sensibly be taken very far without considering the implications of the establishment of a

permanent national disposal site. Therefore, there is some consideration towards the end of this

report of the transportation issues and associated questions surrounding permanent disposal

arrangements.

Process of the Review

5. Written views were invited and discussions held with persons in Commonwealth and State

Government departments and instrumentalities associated with the movement of this material, and

also with other interested parties. The Review Report was prepared on the basis of the evidence on

file, the written material provided, and the discussions held.

6. Attachment B (page 46) contains a list of those who made submissions and/or with whom

discussions were held.

Public Safety

7. In announcing the Review, the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology expressed his

view that the transportation of material in these two specific cases had presented no threat to public

safety. While the Review has found that some improvements might be made in future arrangements

for transportation of such material, the evidence before the Review confirms that these particular

movements presented no threat to public safety. Both the movements were governed by the Code

of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990, and this Code (referred to

subsequently in this report as the Transport Code) is designed to minimise the possibility that public

safety would be threatened.

The Transport Code

8. The Transport Code is established under the Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act

1978, and was formulated in close consultation with State and Territory governments. Each State
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and Territory has regulations which adopt this Code - albeit with some variations of detail from one

jurisdiction to another.

9. The Transport Code adopts the standards recommended by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), with the addition of radiation protection standards recommended by the National

Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). The IAEA standards have been accepted in

other countries, including countries with nuclear power and other nuclear facilities where the

transportation of higher levels of radioactive waste is far more common than in Australia.

10. The Transport Code defines "radioactive substance" as "a substance or material the

radioactivity of which exceeds 70,000 becquerels per kilogram". The Code is designed to provide

standards for the transportation of low-level material that exceeds this lower limit as well as more

stringent standards for material with higher levels of radioactivity.

11. One of the differences between the Code and some State law and regulations is in the

definition of the minimum level of radioactivity requiring regulation. In the two States involved in

the cases considered by this Review, for example, the New South Wales definition is 100,000

becquerels per kilogram and the South Australian definition is 35,000 becquerels per kilogram.

12. The Transport Code itself is a detailed and somewhat complex document for those not familiar

with it, or without relevant technical skills. Nevertheless, the international code on which it is

based is regarded as having been applied effectively around the world for many years, and is

regularly updated in consultation with member countries.

13. The standards set in the Transport Code for conditioning, packaging and transportation

arrangements require, in some specified circumstances, certification by 'competent authorities'.

The competent authorities for Australia are nominated in Annex 3 of the Code. At Commonwealth

level, competent authorities are nominated only for sea and air transport. Otherwise, as matters

stand, the competent authorities are nominated officials from State and Territory Governments -

most often from the relevant expert areas of the health portfolios.
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14. Competent authority certification is required for special form radioactive material, for package

design and shipment where radioactivity levels require it, and for special arrangements. In some

cases, depending on the material, certification (e.g. of package design) may be required only from

one authority generally in the originating jurisdiction (i.e. the sending country, state or territory). In

other cases, multilateral certification is specified to be required (e.g. for package design and

shipment arrangements) by competent authorities in each country, state or territory through which

the material is to pass.

*

The CSIRO Case

History

15. Between 1941 and 1965, at its Fishermens Bend site in Victoria, the CSIRO conducted pilot

plant and laboratory projects involving the extraction of uranium, cerium, and thorium from ores.

16. In 1989, it was decided to clean up this site, and arrangements were made in 1990 for mixed

soil, building rubble and processing residues to be removed until the radiation level at the site was

reduced to twice background.

17. This waste was placed in 9,726 x 205 litre drums.

18. The drums were transported from Fishermens Bend to Lucas Heights under an agreement

with the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) for interim storage at

Lucas Heights pending establishment of a national low-level radioactive waste repository.

19. The material was transported under the provisions of the Transport Code, and the

arrangements were approved by the authorities in Victoria and New South Wales (though no

certification was required).
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20. Measurements by ANSTO and by the Australian Radiation Laboratory (ARL) show this waste

has a very low level of activity. About 98% of these drums are judged to contain material with

radioactivity levels less than the minimum of 70,000 becquerels per kilogram specified in the

Transport Code. Thus, about 200 of these drums are likely to require transport arrangements in

accordance with the standards of the Code.

21. Based on external measurement of radiation levels associated with the recent movement of

this material to the Rangehead at Woomera, only 68 drums were found to be 'LSA category II -

yellow' with surface dose rates in the range 5-500 microsieverts per hour.

22. 9,658 drums were labelled as 'LSA category I - white' with surface dose rates less than 5

microsieverts per hour.

23. Apart from the soil, rubble and processing residues already referred to, 31 drums also contain

some asbestos from the Fishermens Bend site.

24. Following action brought by the Sutherland Shire Council, the New South Wales Land and

Environment Court in 1992 ordered that this waste be removed from Lucas Heights by 5 February

1995 or earlier if a national low-level radioactive waste repository was established in the meantime.

25. In December 1993, Cabinet assigned to the then Minister for Science the role of oversighting

the movement of this waste, and the Department of Industry Science and Technology assumed a

coordinating role. As it was apparent that a national low-level waste repository would not be

established by February 1995, attention was focussed on the selection of an appropriate interim

storage site, and Cabinet decided in May 1994 that the Woomera Rangehead was the most

appropriate site for interim storage.

26. Detailed planning of transport arrangements could not sensibly proceed far until that site was

selected, and this review of planning and transport arrangements is directed essentially at the actions

taken from that point on.
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Environmental Considerations

27. In their decision selecting the site in May 1994, and when considering the matter earlier in

December 1993, Cabinet took the view that it would be appropriate for a Public Environment

Report (PER) to be prepared.

28. Consideration had therefore been given by officials to the steps and timetable that would be

necessary for preparation of a PER.

29. Following the May 1994 Cabinet decision, further consideration of these issues and the

substance of the case for a PER took place, both between the relevant officials and the relevant

Ministers - based on more comprehensive information on the nature of the material and the

requirements of the Transport Code and the limited degree of threat to public safety arising from

these considerations.

30. It was then agreed by the relevant Ministers, and accepted by the Prime Minister on 22 August

1994, that no public environment report should be required having in mind that the proposed

arrangements for transport and storage of the waste were consistent with safety guidelines

established by the relevant Code, and on the basis that the federal Environment Protection Agency

(EPA) would review final transport and storage arrangements under these guidelines.

31. Public announcement of the planned move of this material was made by the Minister for

Industry Science and Technology on 23 August 1994. That statement included reference to the

role of the federal EPA in reviewing final transport and storage arrangements.

32. As the planning and refinement of the transport arrangements proceeded, the federal EPA was

kept in touch with those plans. On 15 November 1994, notification to the federal EPA was made

of the final relocation plan, approved by other relevant Commonwealth and State authorities,

triggering formal consideration by the Minister for Environment, Sport and Territories.
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33. On 16 November 1994, the Minister advised of his determination that neither an

environmental impact statement nor a public environment report was required for the purpose of

achieving the object of the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act.

Intergovernmental Consultation

34. Consultation with State Government officials - both in New South Wales and South Australia

- began in a concerted way soon after the Commonwealth decided on the Woomera Rangehead as

the preferred site in May 1994.

35. A meeting with South Australian Government officials to brief them on the proposed

arrangements, to seek their advice and to establish co-ordination and consultation arrangements

took place on 6 June 1994. Arrangements for co-ordination and consultation were agreed.

36. A similar meeting for similar purposes was held with New South Wales Government officials

on 28 June 1994, at which co-ordination and consultation arrangements were agreed.

37. Following these meetings with State Government officials in New South Wales and South

Australia, the Department of Industry, Science and Technology forwarded the draft transport plan

to them for any comment they may have wished to make.

38. This plan was forwarded on 6 July 1994. It included a summary description (not a full

description) of the material intended for transfer.

39. Following these meetings and the forwarding of the plan, there were several further meetings

and frequent informal contact between relevant Commonwealth and State officials throughout the

planning and execution of the transfer.
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40. On 16 August 1994, the Premier of South Australia was advised directly by letter from the

Minister for Industry, Science and Technology.

41. The letter advised the Premier of the Commonwealth's decision to transfer, and store on a

temporary basis, radioactive waste from Sydney to the Woomera Rangehead. It further advised

that the material would be removed from the Rangehead for permanent disposal as soon as possible.

42. The letter also referred to the consultations which had been taking place with South Australian

officials, and offered further information if the Premier wished.

43. Further consultations with New South Wales and South Australia Government officials took

place on a regular basis until the finalisation of the detailed plan for moving the CSIRO material by

the contractor, Brambles Project Services in November 1994.

44. Consultations were also held with representatives of the City of Port Augusta and

Peterborough Councils and, at the suggestion of South Australian Government officials, advice was

provided to other local government councils along the South Australian leg of the proposed route.

New South Wales Government officials requested that the Commonwealth leave to them the

question of advice to local government authorities along the proposed route in New South Wales.

45. Although no competent authority certification was required under the Transport Code, the

final relocation plan was approved by the designated competent authorities in South Australia and

New South Wales on 14-15 November 1994 and, with approval also by relevant Commonwealth

authorities, the movement of drums commenced on 17 November 1994.

46. On 18 November 1994, the Premier of South Australia wrote to the Prime Minister about the

movement of the waste and the controversy it was generating in South Australia and sought

assurances that the Rangehead site would be used, as stated, only for temporary purposes - and an

indication of how long it was intended that the site be used.
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47. On the evening of 8 December 1994, a driver conducting a routine inspection of the load on

his truck about 2km north of Port Augusta discovered an apparent leak from one of the drums

which he reported, as instructed, to the South Australian Police. This incident, and the response by

emergency services and the South Australian Health Commission, and by those concerned at the

Commonwealth level, is described later in this report.

48. On 9 December 1994, the Premier of South Australia wrote to the Prime Minister expressing

his concern that the material which leaked was in the form of a sludge, and that previous

documentation and advice to the South Australian Government had given no indication that any of

the material being shipped was moist or contained any liquid or sludge.

49. On 16 December 1994, the Minister for Industry Science and Technology responded to the

Premier on behalf of the Prime Minister. In relation to the permanent national repository, he

referred to the study taking place and its timetable. In relation to the Port Augusta incident, he

advised of additional checks which had been instituted to ensure no recurrence and that details of

these arrangements had been provided to South Australian officials. He also promised a further

reply when he had received a report on the incident which he had called for from his Department.

50. On 20 December 1994 the Premier of South Australia wrote again to the Prime Minister

reiterating his concerns about the failure of the Commonwealth to advise that some of the material

being transported was wet. He further noted that he had not been advised by the Minister of the

nature of the waste planned to be transferred subsequently from the St Marys site.

51. On 23 December 1994 the Minister wrote again to the Premier providing him with a copy of

the report he had received of the Port Augusta incident.

52. On 4 January 1995 the Premier of South Australia wrote to the Minister indicating his

understanding of the steps that had been taken in response to his concerns and reiterating some of

those concerns. He further sought assurances in relation to the planned movement of the St Marys

waste, including that South Australia be given an opportunity to say whether or not it approved of

that transfer.
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53. On 5 January 1995, the Premier wrote again seeking information on the reported leakage of

material in Sydney from one of the trucks transporting the CSIRO waste. That explanation was

promptly given. The incident is described in more detail later in this report.

Planning and Preparation

54. Although the Department of Industry, Science and Technology (BIST) had been assigned a

coordinating role, the direct responsibility for the movement of this waste resided with CSIRO as

the consignor. The Transport Code itself requires the consignor to be accountable for the

arrangements made under the Code and for ensuring compliance.

5 5. There is evidence of considerable attention to planning in the early part of 1994. This

planning work was directed, however, at the expected requirement for a Public Environment

Report, an element of which would have required the preparation of a Transport Plan.

56. Encouraged by the Minister, the Department of Industry, Science and Technology invited

ANSTO to develop a detailed draft transport plan which, after some consultation on an earlier draft,

ANSTO provided to DIST and CSIRO on 20 June 1994. Amongst other things, the draft plan

addressed the possible alternative modes of transport (road and rail). Although the Woomera

Rangehead was expected to be the site, Ministers and officials were still considering alternatives at

this stage which were addressed in the draft. The draft was provided to the New South Wales and

South Australian Government authorities for comment, and formed a basis for discussions which

proceeded during July. Subsequently, South Australian officials asked that the material enter South

Australia via Broken Hill. The Commonwealth agreed, and the route was planned accordingly.

The draft transport plan was also a starting point for the preparation in due course by CSIRO of an

appropriate tender specification.

57. Once it was established on 22 August 1994 that a PER would not be necessary, by which

time it was also finally established that the site would be the Woomera Rangehead and that the mode

of transport would be road, steps were taken to draw up and issue a tender specification. In that
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process, CSIRO consulted ANSjTO and DIST in particular, and there were ongoing consultations

with State Government officials/ There was also extensive discussion with those (from ANSTO,

ARL, Thomas Nationwide Transport) who managed the original clean-up and transportation from

Fishermens Bend. The invitation to tender was issued on 26 September 1994.

58. In the latter half of October 1994, the contract was awarded to Brambles Project Services

which then prepared a draft Relocation Plan which was provided, for comment, to New South

Wales and South Australian authorities and to ANSTO and ARL on 2 November 1994.

59. Also in October 1994, CSIRO developed contractual proposals with the Department of

Defence and with ANSTO, setting out the respective roles and responsibilities in relation to the

movement and storage of this material and the commercial arrangements associated with it. These

contractual arrangements were agreed during the first part of November 1994.

60. As indicated, consideration was given to the alternative of transportation by rail. Rail

transportation would have required loading on to trucks at Lucas Heights for transfer to an

appropriate railway siding, loading containers onto the railway wagons, unloading them at the siding

nearest to Woomera and reloading them on trucks for transportation to the site. Consideration of

this option was taken to the point of obtaining quotations which proved to be substantially more

costly than the road option. There were some concerns that the extent of loading and unloading

with this option would increase the risk of a mishap.

61. Since some 98% of the drums were considered not to be radioactive in terms of the

definition in the Transport Code, it may be asked why it was nevertheless decided to label those

drums as containing radioactive material and to transport them to the Rangehead. The contents of

the drums had been classified as Low Specific Activity (LSA) at Fishermens Bend. They were

labelled accordingly for the move from Fishermens Bend to Lucas Heights. They were, however,

individually re-measured, re-labelled and numbered for the transfer from Lucas Heights to the

Rangehead. In that re-labelling process, external measurement of radioactivity guided whether the

drums required a yellow label or a white label. 68 drums were judged to require a yellow label (II-

YELLOW) in accordance with the Code, which relates to surface dose rates in the range of 5-500
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.iiicrosieverts per hour). Thus, 9,658 drums had a white label (I-WHITE which means surface dose

rates less than 5 microsieverts per hour). If it is assumed that 98% of all the drums would not have

qualified as containing a radioactive substance in terms of the definition in the Transport Code - that

is, the level of radioactivity of the material in those drums would not have exceeded 70,000

becquerels per kilogram - then of the 9,726 drums, only about 200 would have required

transportation in accordance with the requirements of the Code.

62. If there were other means of disposing of the bulk of the drums, the scale of the removal of

this waste to the Rangehead clearly would have been substantially less and the planning and control

of the movement that much easier. Other possibilities were considered. According to ANSTO

analyses based on a small subsample, probably 60% of this material meets activity and dose rate

criteria in the Code of Practice for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste by the User (1985) - referred

to subsequently in this Review as the User Code - which make it a candidate for disposal at a

municipal tip approved for that purpose by the appropriate statutory authority. But to establish

which drums would qualify would have required the opening and measurement of material in all the

drums which would have been an expensive and time consuming exercise. It would also have

meant re-classifying drums already labelled radioactive with possible effect on public confidence.

Moreover all the material was not amenable to disposal by the user at municipal sites because the

User Code limits the total radioactivity level allowed to small amounts. There was, therefore, the

prospect that the drums would need distribution to a large number of municipal sites which would

itself have been a complex and expensive exercise.

63. Thus, there were sound reasons why the decision was made to treat all the drums as

radioactive under the Transport Code. It was seen to be both a 'safety first' approach and the most

cost-effective in the circumstances.

64. Under the agreed division of responsibilities, CSIRO was responsible for identifying

corroded drums and nominating those which had to be replaced or re-lidded.
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65. The drums had been standing for four years on site at Lucas Heights under tarpaulins.

About 1500 of the drums were painted mild steel drums, and it was evident that corrosion had

occurred on some of those drums and many of their lids.

66. All drums were inspected during loading, as they were unstacked and numbered. ANSTO

measured the radiation doses on all drums and ensured there were appropriate radiation labels on

each drum.

67. Corroded lids were replaced on some drums. The snap-lock lid fittings on several hundred

drums were replaced with bolted lock-rings.

68. None of the mild steel painted drums subject to corrosion were yellow label drums. The

higher quality galvanised steel drums were found to be in good condition.

69. The drums were loaded onto the trucks progressively from the stack, and therefore each

truck load was liable to contain a mixture of drums. Most loads contained no yellow labelled

drums. Sixteen loads contained between one and eight yellow labelled drums.

Compliance with the Transport Code

70. Under the Transport Code, the consignor (in this case the CSIRO) has responsibility for

ensuring the standards specified are met. ARL was engaged as an assessing authority including in

relation to the responsibilities assigned to ANSTO. Because of the low level of radioactivity of this

material, the Code required no certification by a competent authority. Nevetheless the various draft

plans were provided to the specified competent authorities in New South Wales and South Australia

and their comments were taken into account - and the final relocation plan was also submitted to

those authorities for their approval (but not for formal certification).

71. The relevant competent authorities were the Officer-in-Charge, Radiation Control Section in

the New South Wales Environment Protection Authority, and the Senior Health Physicist in the

South Australian Health Commission.
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72. The final relocation plan from Brambles Project Services was provided to those authorities

on Friday 11 November 1994 and approval obtained from both by 15 November 1994.

73. Although not strictly necessary under the Transport Code, CSIRO also sought approval of

that plan from two Commonwealth agencies, ANSTO and ARL. Both these agencies advised

approval of the plan by 15 November 1994,

74. As indicated earlier, the Minister for the Environment, Sport and Territories advised formally

on 16 November 1994 that neither an environmental impact statement nor a public environment

report was required.

75. The movement of the material to the Rangehead commenced on 17 November 1994.

Execution of the Plan

76. Because of the deadline of 5 February 1995 imposed by the New South Wales Land and

Environment Court (subsequently specified also in the ANSTO Amendment Act 1992) and the delays

engendered by time taken for final site selection and resolution of environmental issues, the time

allowed for moving the material was tight. The plan envisaged that the transfer of the material

would commence on 9 November 1994 and be completed by 21 December 1994. In the event, as

indicated, the first load did not depart until 17 November 1994 and the last load left Lucas Heights

on 7 January 1995.

77. During this period, and allowing for a short break over Christmas, 125 truckloads were

despatched. The final consignment was unloaded at the Rangehead site on 12 January 1995. Sub-

contract drivers, with the licences required for dangerous goods, were used.

78. Brambles Project Services have advised this Review that, if there had been significantly more

time allowed for the transfer, they would have been able to use a smaller number of drivers regularly

used by them with extensive experience in transport of dangerous goods.
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79. In the event, some of the sub-contract drivers took several loads while others took only one

load.

80. Instruction of the drivers took place at the Lucas Heights site by an expert consultant

engaged by Brambles Project Services for that purpose. In addition to the written instructions

carried, the consultant briefed every driver before departure including those who were returning for

a further load. ANSTO measured radiation dose levels in the cabin of each truck before departure.

81. This Review is satisfied that the briefing provided by Brambles to the drivers was thorough.

Nevertheless, there were some instances of drivers who did not fully follow instructions. In one

case, for example, a driver left his vehicle to visit a hotel. In another case, a driver who could not

find the CSIRO representative at the entry gates at the Woomera site, and was unable to contact

him by phone, drove his vehicle into Woomera to seek out the CSIRO representative. In the case

of the first driver, Brambles took appropriate and immediate action on learning of the failure to

follow instructions. In the case of the second, the briefing of subsequent drivers made it clear that

they must wait at the gates, and expect entry only at the specified times.

82. Two incidents occurred during the transportation which attracted considerable media

attention.

The Port Augusta Incident

83. First, at 6.45pm on 8 December 1994 a driver stopped about 2 kins north of Port Augusta

for a routine check of his load. He noticed some apparent leakage from one of the drums (a mild

steel painted drum) and followed the prescribed procedures by calling the South Australian Police.

84. The Police directed that the truck be moved a short distance to a more convenient location.
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85. Two Fire Brigade services attended the vehicle (both the Port Augusta City service and the

district service) one of which had coverage where the truck first stopped and the other at its second

stopping place.

86. A South Australian Health Commission team, was called out under the emergency

procedures which had been previously agreed between Commonwealth and State Government

officials. The team left Adelaide at 9.00pm and, after arrival at the site, took radiation

measurements which showed, in effect, no radioactivity. The measure was 0.15 microsieverts per

hour compared with the background radiation level in South Australia which varies from about 0.07

microsieverts per hour to more than 0.2 microsieverts per hour. Approval was then given for the

truck to proceed after the leaking drum was placed in a recovery container and reloaded onto the

truck. The approval was given at 3.00am on 9 December and the truck proceeded to the

Rangehead where it was unloaded later that day. It was monitored for radioactive contamination

and none was found.

87. First reports of this incident in the media were on ABC Radio at 10.00pm on 8 December,

and the story was widely carried on the morning of 9 December.

88. A flurry of press releases was issued on 9 December. The South Australian Police issued a

statement which said that the radiation release was negative. The South Australian Minister for

Health issued a statement describing the level of radiation as measured by the technical experts and

explaining that the leak appeared to be from a faulty lid and that all spillage was contained on the

tray of the truck. The CSIRO prepared a press release - based on that of the South Australian

Police - which incorrectly implied that there had been no leak at all from any of the drums. The

draft press release was not issued but oral responses to media inquiries were based on it and caused

some confusion.

89. Further investigation of the circumstances of this incident by relevant Commonwealth

authorities confirmed that the material had leaked because of a faulty lid fitting on the drum

concerned.
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90. That Report also confirmed that the procedures followed by the driver and the responses

from the South Australian emergency services and Health Commission had been in accordance with

planning. Indeed, it must be said that the response of the relevant South Australian authorities in

terms of both speed and efficiency deserves high commendation.

91. When the drum concerned was opened up and checked at the Rangehead it was found to

have five centimetres of water at the top. This, when combined with a loosely fitted lid and shaking

on board the truck, were assumed to have caused the leakage.

92. The discovery of this amount of water in the drum was a matter of surprise to those engaged

in the planning of the shift of this material.

93. The planners relied on descriptions of the waste material in written reports describing the

clean-up at Fishermens Bend and the subsequent transfer of the drums to Lucas Heights. Most

aspects of, and difficulties associated with, the previous transfer were also discussed in detail in July

and August 1994 with those responsible from ANSTO, ARL and TNT. In the reports there was no

reference made to drums containing free water, and in the discussions in 1994 the presence of free

water was never raised as an issue with the CSIRO which had no reason to suspect it. No free

water was found in the six drums opened at random in 1993 study of radiation levels at ANSTO.

94. For those reasons, neither the Commonwealth authorities involved in the planning of the

move, nor the South Australian authorities were aware, until the Port Augusta incident, of the

possibility of liquid material originating at Fishermens Bend in the drums.

95. Following the incident, a series of extra precautions were taken before loading the remaining

drums at Lucas Heights as follows:-

a) lids, bodies, sealing bands and lock bolts of all remaining drums (about 4,500) were re-

examined to make sure the contents of each drum was secure
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b) all remaining yellow-labelled galvanised drums (about 40) were opened and re-sealed. None

were found to contain water

c) all remaining mild steel painted drums (about 700) were opened and where they contained

water, it was removed for disposal at Lucas Heights in facilities used for that purpose. The

surface soil v/as then stabilised with casting plaster and the drum resealed. Of the 700

drums, about 30 were found to contain some water.

d) random sampling of galvanised drums revealed no drums containing any water.

96. It should be noted that if there had been advance knowledge that the drums contained liquid

material, no change in the arrangements for the transportation of the waste would have been

required under the Transport Code. Greater care would, however, have been taken in the checking

of the drums and most particularly in the strength of the sealing bands and lock bolts, before drums

were loaded for transportation.

The Sydney rainwater incident

97. The second incident began about 6.00pm on 4 January 1995 when a motorist stopped one of

the trucks as it travelled along Heathcote Road because it appeared to be releasing water. The

motorist was naturally concerned because the labelling of the truck made clear the load contained

radioactive material.

98. The particular truck had been loaded on 3 January and there had been heavy rain overnight

before the load was covered on 4 January with a tarpaulin. The driver had noticed water coming

from the truck and had stopped shortly after leaving Lucas Heights to ensure the drain holes on the

tray of the truck were clear.

99. When stopped, the driver and the motorist talked to the Police by mobile phone and the

driver explained that the truck had been standing in rain. The driver was authorised by the Police to

continue.
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100. The truck continued, but the motorist was not satisfied and made further calls to the Police

who stopped the truck at about 6.40pm in Erskine Road, and the truck was there attended by the

Fire Brigade and, in due course, by an officer from the Radiation Control Section of the New South

Wales EPA.

101. Radiation levels were checked and found to be very low and the EPA officer took a sample

of the water for analysis. As a precaution, however, the truck returned to Lucas Heights under

escort by the Police and Fire Brigade.

102. After analysis on 5 January, the EPA confirmed that there was no radioactivity present in the

water above normal background values. The New South Wales EPA accordingly authorised the

truck to proceed by 11.00am on 5 January.

103. There was extensive media reporting of this incident at the time it occurred and the next

morning, but very little media reporting of the outcome.

104. As a result of this incident, precautions were taken thereafter to ensure that any trucks

affected by rainfall in the loading process were swept free of water before departure.

Public Information

105. The Minister for Industry Science and Technology issued a press release on 23 August 1994

announcing the transfer of the CSIRO waste to the Rangehead near Woomera for interim storage.

The statement indicated the requirement to transfer this material by February 1995, and that

planning for the relocation was well advanced.

106. It referred to discussions having been held with New South Wales and South Australian

Government officials and that arrangements were being made to ensure consultations with other

relevant interest groups.
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107. It indicated that the Commonwealth Environment Protection Agency would review final

transport and storage arrangements.

108. There was extensive coverage of the statement in the New South Wales and South

Australian media - with much of the interest in South Australia naturally focussed on the chosen site

being in that State rather than on the transparent arrangements.

109. No further prepared statement was issued by the Commonwealth ahead of the

commencement of the movement of the material on 17 November 1994.

110. Commonwealth officials and representatives of Brambles visited Port Augusta early in

November and briefed the Council. A representative of Peterborough Council was present as were

police officers from stations along the route in South Australia.

111. Shortly before the transfer commenced, local councils along the route in South Australia

were advised of the movement by letter which enclosed a copy of an information brochure

(reproduced at Attachment C beginning page 47). Environmental groups were also advised by

letter. The information brochure was not sent to them with the letter but they were given contact

points for further information.

112. Following the Minister's press statement of 23 August 1994 there was ongoing media and

parliamentary interest, particularly in South Australia - again with much of that interest focussed on

the issue of site.

113. The Premier of South Australia announced in State Parliament on 17 November 1994 the

commencement on that day of the movement of the material. He made a further statement to the

Parliament on 22 November 1994 giving more detail on the history and arrangements.

114. Extensive public information initiatives were undertaken in relation to the Woomera

community, through meetings with the Woomera Board (including at least one public meeting) and

through delivery of an information brochure (reproduced in Attachment D on page 49) to each

household.
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115. The reaction of the media to both the Port Augusta and Sydney incidents was generally

over-dramatic and displayed a lack of knowledge of the nature of the material being transported and

the safety precautions in place and governed by the Transport Code. This is not surprising,

however, given the limited amount of public information made available in advance of the transfer.

The St Marys Case

History

116. Because the then Department of Supply was responsible for the storage and disposal of

surplus Commonwealth property, it had accepted between the 1950s and 1970s radioactive waste

material, including from non-Commonwealth sources, which was stored at Derrimut in Victoria and

was subsequently inherited by the Department of Defence.

117. In 1979, the Department of Defence ceased accepting radioactive waste material and the

material stored at Derrimut and at ARL was transported for storage at St Marys and consisted of

about 10 cubic metres of material in 156 packages of various sizes.

118. Apart from material generated by the Defence portfolio itself, and the Australian Radiation

Laboratory, formerly known as the Commonwealth X-Ray and Radium Laboratory, the material

came from hospitals, universities, private medical practitioners and indirectly from some industrial

organisations.

119. The waste includes obsolete medical radium sources, radium-based luminescent paint powder,

obsolete radium-contaminated laboratory equipment, electronic valves, luminescent watch and

compass faces, night markers, and spent sealed medical sources. The radionuclides which comprise

the main part of the waste are cobalt-60, radium-226, americium-241, strontium-90, and caesium-

137. The waste also contains very small amounts of other radionuclides, including a minute amount

ofplutonium-239.
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120. As part of the arrangements for transferring the St Marys property from Defence to ADI in

May 1989, Defence agreed to fund the removal of this radioactive waste. The waste required

removal because ADI did not own it and because of ADI's plans for redevelopment of the St Marys

site.

121. In July 1991, ADI on behalf of Defence entered into a contract with ANSTO for the removal

of the waste and its storage for one year at Lucas Heights. Subsequently, the New South Wales

Land and Environment Court, responding to an injunction by the Sutherland Shire Council, issued

an order preventing removal of the material to Lucas Heights for conditioning and storage.

122. On 30 June 1992 Parliament passed the ANSTO Amendment Act 1992 which allows ANSTO

to condition, manage and store radioactive materials and radioactive wastes arising from:-

• ANSTO's activities, and

• the activities of other organisations or persons who are specified in regulations made under
the Act.

123. A regulation proposed by the Government, which would have allowed ANSTO to condition

the waste under the Amendment Act, was debated in the Senate on 11 October 1994 and referred to

the Legal and Constitutional Committee which held hearings and provided an Advisory Report in

November 1994. That Report recommended a narrower regulation with time limited authority

(until 31 December 1995).

124. The Committee's recommendations were accepted by the Government and the resulting

regulations were approved by the Governor-General in Council on 6 December 1994.

125. The Senate Committee had also expressed a reservation about the transfer of any of the

waste to Lucas Heights for conditioning and had sought and received an undertaking from the

Minister that the Leader of the Opposition in the Senate and the Sutherland Shire Council would be

advised of any plan to move material for that purpose at least two days before such movement. In

the event, it proved possible for all the conditioning to take place at the St Marys site and no such

notification was necessary.
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126. ANSTO was then able to proceed to execute its contract from the Department of Defence to

categorise and condition the waste preparatory to its transportation to the Woomera Rangehead.

Environmental Considerations

127. The proposal to remove this waste was formally advised to the federal EPA by the

Department of Defence on 11 November 1994 by lodgement of a Notice of Intention (NOI) under

the Administrative Procedures of the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974.

128. The Notice, which was prepared in consultation with other Commonwealth agencies,

included a description of the material and of the proposed approach to treatment and conditioning of

the material and the intended transportation arrangements.

129. The federal EPA was then kept informed progressively of the planning and execution of the

categorisation and conditioning of the waste and of the developing transport plan.

130. The federal EPA on 11 January 1995 provided to its counterpart in South Australia a copy

of the Notice of Intention and sought advice from South Australia on the proposal. This was in

accordance with standing arrangements for the transfer of environmental information between

Australian Government jurisdictions, under the provisions of the Intergovernmental Agreement on

the Environment. On 20 February 1995 the South Australian Minister for Housing, Urban

Development and Local Government Relations, the Hon John Oswald wrote to the federal EPA

providing his opinion that neither an Environmental Impact Statement nor a Public Environmental

Report was required for that proposal.

131. After the final relocation plan had been provided, the Minister for the Environment, Sport

and Territories, Senator the Honorable John Faulkner, wrote to the Prime Minister on 13 April 1995

advising of the federal EPA judgement that neither an Environmental Impact Statement nor a Public

Environment Report was warranted. The Minister sought the Prime Minister's agreement that no

PER would be required subject to certain conditions applying to the movement and storage of the

waste. In particular, the Minister sought an agreed public information program, review of the final

transport contract by the federal EPA, and an agreed environmental management plan for storage at

the Rangehead.
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132. The Prime Minister agreed with these proposed arrangements by letter on 21 April 1995 and

the federal EPA subsequently agreed that the conditions set by the Minister relating to the

transportation phase had been met.

Intergovernmental Consultation

133. The letter from the Minister for Industry Science and Technology to the Premier of South

Australia on 16 August 1994 referred to the plan to move radioactive waste from two sites in

Sydney and provided a general description of the material.

134. The letter was the first Ministerial level official notification to South Australia of the

Government's intentions, although by then there had been a series of discussions amongst relevant

officials as indicated earlier in this report.

135. The Minister's Press Release of 23 August 1994 also made brief general reference to the St

Marys material.

136. The relevant officials in New South Wales and South Australia were first advised earlier in

1994 and were progressively kept in touch with the development of the transport plan and with the

descriptions contained in planning documents of the material itself and the intended categorisation,

conditioning and packaging.

137. However, the channels of communication from the Commonwealth to State authorities on

occasion caused some confusion at the State end. For example, the first submission to the South

Australia Competent Authority for approval of the intended packaging design was sent by the

Package Approvals Officer at ANSTO Engineering on 24 November 1994 and included technical

details of the package designs and the waste but no indication of the general framework of the

transfer proposal, of who was the consignor or of the relationship of the writer to the consignor.
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138. The co-ordination arrangements between the various Commonwealth Authorities involved

was thorough. The Review was not charged with asssessing the effectiveness of the co-ordination

arrangements at the State Government end.

139. South Australian officials advised the Review that they experienced difficulty, until very late

in the planning process, in obtaining a complete inventory of the St Marys waste with which they

could be reasonably satisfied. Such information as was available to the Commonwealth was

provided progressively to South Australian officials - that is, nothing was withheld from them. The

difficulty was that for historical reasons the Commonwealth itself did not have full details of the

content of about half the packages until ANSTO had completed its conditioning.

140. The Notice of Intention provided by the federal EPA to its counterpart in South Australia,

and an inventory of the St Marys waste provided to South Australian officials on 8 March 1995,

both referred to the minute amount of plutonium-239 included in the waste. This detail was

apparently not drawn to the attention of the Premier.

141. The presence of plutonium in the waste had not, either, been drawn directly to the attention

of the Minister for Industry Science and Technology. This was clearly not a deliberate oversight -

rather, a misreading of possible public reaction in circumstances where the amount of plutonium

involved was minute, leading those concerned to believe it was not a matter which needed to be

drawn specifically to the Minister's attention.

142. The amount of plutonium contained in the waste is estimated to be 30 millionths of a gram

and to be of no possible use other than as a laboratory calibration source. This quantity may be

compared with about 8 grams of the main radionuclide present, radium, which has about the same

radiotoxicity. Moreover, the level of external radiation generated by this plutonium is also very

small, and insignificant compared to the activity for the main radionuclides present which were

documented.

143. Nevertheless, when the presence of plutonium in the waste was made public in an article in

the Melbourne Age on 18 March 1995 (following a briefing given by Commonwealth officials and
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material provided which would otherwise have been available under FOI if the journalist had

proceeded with the FOI request she had lodged), the revelation that plutonium was included in the

waste caused some excitement particularly in the South Australian media, and took the Premier of

South Australia and the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology by surprise.

144. The reaction of the South Australian Government to this episode, in particular, prompted a

proposal from the Secretary of the Department of Industry, Science and Technology conveyed to

South Australian officials on 24 March 1995, for a high level joint committee of officials to meet as

necessary for the remainder of the exercise to transfer the St Marys waste. The proposal was to

involve New South Wales as well and, although there had been bilateral meetings at earlier stages,

to provide a more structured high level process to ensure the exchange of all relevant information

and to facilitate consultation. No response from South Australia was received.

145. The concerns of the South Australian Government about the level of consultation and co-

operation had been conveyed progressively in letters from the Premier to the Prime Minister, with

responses from the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology on the Prime Minister's behalf.

In relation to the St Marys waste, following the Age article, those concerns were conveyed in further

correspondence with the Prime Minister and efforts were redoubled amongst Commonwealth

officials to ensure adequate notification and consultation as plans were finalised and approval of

those plans sought.

146. Nevertheless, the relevant officials of the South Australian Government cooperated with the

development of that plan and ensured that emergency backup arrangements were effectively in place

at the time the material was moved.

Planning and Preparation

147. The planning for the conditioning and packaging of this waste occurred over a long period.

By May 1994 it had been decided, subject to regulatory approval, that those waste materials that

meet the limits set for near-surface disposal under the NHMRC Code (Categories A and B) would

be conditioned using cement in 205 litre steel drums. This would allow about half of the St Marys
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waste to be disposed of as soon as a national low-level radioactive waste repository becomes

available.

148. The radioactivity of the rest of the St Marys waste is too high to meet the criteria for near-

surface disposal, and is defined under the NHMRC Code as Category S. Category S material can

only be disposed of in a deep geological facility and this waste is therefore likely to be in storage for

a considerable time until such a facility is available. It was proposed to condition this material and

place it in High Integrity Containers (HIC's) using foam formers for shoring and bracing. While

these arrangements were considered suitable for very long storage, they were designed also to

maximise the possibility of reasonable access to the material should further conditioning be required

in the future because of new technology and/or refined guidelines. The high integrity containers

used were high density polyethylene containers with an internal volume of 430 litres.

149. Overall, the proposed conditioning and treatment would have the effect of approximately

doubling the volume of waste while decreasing the number of containers.

150. It was agreed amongst the relevant Commonwealth authorities that the Australian Radiation

Laboratory (ARL) would be an appropriate regulatory authority to consider and approve such

arrangements.

151. Planning for the transportation of the St Marys material began at the same time as the

planning for the transportation of the CSIRO waste, with a draft plan being progressively refined by

ANSTO and conveyed to others for consideration on 20 June 1994. As with the CSIRO waste, this

became relevant background for the tender specification and to assist the successful tenderer in

drawing up a relocation plan.

152. It was established that most of the packages could be shipped as Type A packages under the

Transport Code, but that sixteen packages would exceed the limit specified in the Code for Type A

packages (in terms of their contained radioactivity) and would need Type B packaging. Type A

packages are permitted to contain only limited quantities of radioactivity. These packages are

expected to retain their integrity under conditions of normal transport abuse. Larger amounts of
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radioactive material must be transported in Type B packages. Type B packages must be able to

withstand accident conditions, defined as including a 9 metre drop test and a 30 minute 800°C fire.

153. The conditioning and packaging began after the ANSTO Act regulation referred to earlier

came into effect in December 1994 and, when completed, the consignment consisted of 76

concreted drums, 44 high integrity containers and 6 Type B overpacks.

154. It was decided that this consignment should be moved by convoy. It was transported in

seven 20-foot steel ISO freight containers loaded in the centre of 40-foot semi-trailers. There were

thus 7 prime movers, together with a spare prime mover and trailer in case of breakdown, with the

spare vehicle carrying emergency equipment and a forklift.

155. In the final relocation plan, the 8 trucks were accompanied by an escort vehicle carrying the

DAS Supervisor and two ANSTO staff (a Senior Liaison Officer and a Health Physics Surveyor).

The ANSTO Health Physics Surveyor had available dosimeters, contamination meters, personal

dosimeters and protective clothing for emergency use.

156. The plan involved one change of drivers and accompanying personnel, at a location near

Broken Hill.

157. Because of the nature of the St Marys waste (in particular because of the amount and nature

of intermediate-level waste and the levels of radiation outside the packages) there was extensive

planning and specification as to how each truck was to be loaded.

158. There was also detailed planning and provision for the monitoring of dosages of radioactivity

for the contractor's drivers who would be engaged in loading and unloading as well as transhipment.

159. All drivers and loading crews had training in the handling and transport of dangerous goods

and were briefed thoroughly on radiological safety and procedures.
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160. A requirement, arising partly out of experience in the movement of the CSIRO waste, was

for a satellite communication capability which would enable contact even in the remotest locations

on the journey. Thus, there could be immediate advice to the relevant authorities if any difficulty

arose, and there were regular calls so that the progressive position of the convoy was known to the

authorities at all times.

161. Officials from the Radiation Protection Branch of the South Australian Department of

Health also joined the convoy for its journey between Peterborough and Port Augusta at their

request.

162. The convoy left St Marys at 5.30am on 18 May 1995 and arrived at the location on the

Woomera Rangehead at about 5.30am on 19 May 1995.

163. There were no incidents during this transfer.

Compliance with the Transport Code

164. As indicated earlier, the Transport Code assigns responsibility for ensuring compliance to the

consignor - in this case the Department of Defence.

165. As also indicated earlier, ADI on behalf of the Department of Defence contracted ANSTO to

condition the material and design the packaging required, and to assist in the development of the

transport plan. ARL was appointed as a regulatory authority and, when the detailed plan for

conditioning and packaging the material was developed by ANSTO, ANSTO provided that plan

both to ARL and to the competent authorities nominated in the Transport Code in New South

Wales and South Australia.

166. ANSTO had proposed that, because it was not possible to establish with certainty whether

the particular Type B packages would meet the stringent fire test standard as modified in the

international code in 1990, 'special arrangements' should apply to the transportation of those

packages. The purpose of those special arrangements, which are provided for under the Transport
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Code, is to have in place arrangements for the transportation that should ensure the same level of

public safety as if the Type B packages were fully in accordance with the specified standard.

167. Because of these considerations, the three reviewing authorities agreed that it would be

appropriate to obtain an expert assessment from the Nuclear Safety Bureau.

168. With some amendment to the special arrangements, the Nuclear Safety Bureau endorsed the

proposed plan.

169. The special arrangements required, in particular, emergency backup in both New South

Wales and South Australia the most stringent requirement of which would ensure that the fire

services would be able to extinguish any burning packages within 3lA hours.

170. It is only because of the need for these special arrangements for the Type B packages that

competent authority certification was seen to be required under the Transport Code for the St

Marys transfer.

171. As in the case of the CSIRO waste, in relation to other elements of the transport plans,

notification was given to the competent authorities in New South Wales and South Australia and

their agreement to the relocation plan sought - but formal competent authority certification was

neither sought nor required.

172. In relation to the special arrangements, the relevant authorities in both New South Wales and

South Australia agreed that they would be met and were, in that sense, fully cooperating with the

transport plan. But this did not amount to competent authority certification.

173. Such certification was sought from both New South Wales and South Australia.

174. The competent authority in New South Wales (the Officer-in-Charge, Radiation Control

Section in the New South Wales EPA) provided such certification.
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175. As indicated earlier the Transport Code appears to require that, in the case of special

arrangements, competent authority approval is necessary in both the sending and receiving

jurisdictions, and in any other jurisdictions through which the transporation would pass, The Code

is based on an international code where such provisions are intended to refer to the competent

authorities in the sending and receiving countries. In the Australian federation, this has normally

been interpreted as requiring competent authority certification in both the sending and receiving

States or Territories and any other States or Territories through which the material would pass.

176. Competent authority certification was sought from South Australia shortly after the decision

had been taken to award the contract for transportation to DAS Distribution. This meant that the

transportation was of Commonwealth waste from one Commonwealth site to another

Commonwealth site in Commonwealth vehicles. As a result, apparently backed by legal advice,

South Australia took the view that it had no jurisdiction, and declined to issue competent authority

certification on those grounds.

177. The Transport Code (in its Annex 3) nominates two Commonwealth competent authorities

but only in relation to transportation by sea or air.

178. In the absence of any Commonwealth competent authority designated to deal with the

movement of Commonwealth material in this particular case, and in the light of the competent

authority certification from New South Wales and the co-operation of the South Australian

authorities with the movement of the material, and of the approval of the arrangements by the ARL,

it was decided to proceed on the basis that there was compliance with the Transport Code.

179. No legal advice on this point was sought by Commonwealth officials involved in the

exercise.

180. The legal advice provided to this Review by the Commonwealth Attorney-General's

Department may be summarised, in terms of its key elements, as follows:
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a) it was reasonably open to South Australia to take the view that it had no jurisdiction

b) ii that view is taken, then there was no jurisdiction either for competent authority

certification from N.S.W.

c) because there are no regulations governing Commonwealth places or Commonwealth

undertakings under the relevant provisions of the Environment Protection (Nuclear

Codes) Act 1978, and on the assumption that State laws are inapplicable for

constitutional reasons, the Commonwealth is not bound by law to adhere to the

Transport Code. So if the view is taken that there is no State jurisdiction to provide

competent authority certification in this case, and given there are no Commonwealth

regulations and no relevant Commonwealth competent authority is specified in the

Code, it cannot be said that the arrangements made did not comply with the Code (since

the Code had no legal force for the Commonwealth).

d) similar views could be taken even if the material were transported in private contractor

vehicles rather than Commonwealth vehicles.

181. The request for this advice and the response of the Attorney-General's Department is

contained in Attachment E to this Report beginning on page 51.

182. It is reasonable to conclude that, in terms of the standards set in the Transport Code and the

spirit of the Code, there was compliance in the movement of the St Marys waste. The fact that

there may be no legal requirement in such circumstances, as matters stand, for the Commonwealth

to comply with the Code is a matter of concern addressed in the concluding section of this Report.

Execution of the Plan

183. The transportation of this material, with the full co-operation of relevant New South Wales

and South Australian authorities, went as smoothly as anyone could have hoped.
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184. The material itself was in high quality containers and had been conditioned in accordance

with best practice.

185. The very careful planning of the loading of the vehicles, of the convoy arrangements and

driver instruction, and of the communications arrangements was commendable.

Public Information

186. At the Commonwealth level, apart from the Press Release from the Minister for Industry,

Science and Technology on 23 August 1994, the only formal announcement of the movement of the

St Marys waste was by notice in newspapers on 17 May 1995. As indicated earlier, there had been

extensive media reporting of the planned transfer in between, with the focus in South Australia being

particularly on the choice of a site in that State.

187. The public notice on 17 May (reproduced in Attachment F to this Report on page 59) was

placed in the Australian, the Sydney Morning Herald and the Advertiser, in accordance with the

requirement of the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment.

188. In addition, an information brochure was produced by the Department of Defence entitled

"Transport of Certain Radioactive Waste Material from Sydney to Interim Storage at Woomera

Rangehead" (reproduced at Attachment G to this Report beginning on page 60). That brochure

was sent, under cover of a letter of 16 May 1995, by fax and post to local government councils who

had been consulted earlier and had shown particular interest (the City of Port Augusta, the District

Council of Orroroo, the Municipality of Peterborough and the District Council of Mount

Remarkable). ADI advised local councils in the vicinity of St Marys that the transfer was imminent.

189. Advice of the movement - but not the brochure - was also conveyed at this time by fax and

post to representatives of Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and the South Australian Conservation

Council, giving contact numbers for further information.
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190. Since the movement of the material itself commenced early on 18 May 1995, the published

notice and the written advice and distribution of brochures gave little time for any response.

191. As indicated earlier, extensive public information initiatives were undertaken in relation to

the Woomera community. In relation to the St Marys waste this included a briefing of the

Woomera Board at Woomera on 8 May 1995.

192. The media coverage in March of the fact that this waste contained a minute amount of

plutonium, referred to earlier in this Report, provides an apt illustration of the importance of

transparency - of providing by way of public information a full and balanced description of the

material being transported. It also provides an apt illustration of the importance of a shared

approach to public information between the Commonwealth and any State or Territory

Governments involved.

Assessment

Compliance

193. This Review was asked principally to consider whether the transportation of waste in the

two cases described above was in compliance with the Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of

Radioactive Substances 1990 (the Transport Code).

194. In relation to the CSIRO waste, it can be concluded without doubt that the transportation

complied fully with that Code.

195. In the case of the St Marys waste, it can be concluded without doubt that the standards

specified in the Transport Code were met such that there was compliance with the standards and

spirit of the Code.

196. In this second case, it is a matter of concern that:
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a) there is a lack of jurisdictional clarity such that, where Commonwealth material is being

moved from one Commonwealth site to another, the States or Territories through which

the material passes may not be empowered to give competent authority certification

where required under the Code

b) in these circumstances, as matters stand, the lack of Commonwealth regulations under

the relevant provision of the Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978, and the

lack of a designated Commonwealth competent authority other than for sea and air

transport, means that the Commonwealth is not bound to comply with the Code and

such movements could take place without any competent authority certification.

197. While everything possible appears to have been done in this case to ensure the standards

specified in the Transport Code were met in practice, including the appointment of ARL as a

regulatory authority, it is open to question whether reliance on goodwill in the future is sufficient

rather than the Commonwealth being legally bound by regulations (as are the States and Territories)

to comply with the Code.

198. The Review understands that there is also a lack of Commonwealth regulations governing

the storage of radioactive materials (waste or otherwise) on Commonwealth sites. In this case, in

the absence of Commonwealth regulations, it was agreed that the requirements of the South

Australian Ionising Radiation Regulations 1985 be applied. Because this Review relates to

transportation rather than storage, however, this is not an issue explored in any detail.

199. The Review further understands that proposals are shortly to be put before the

Commonwealth Government to rectify these gaps in regulations in such a way that, in relation to

Commonwealth places and Commonwealth undertakings, the Commonwealth would be put on the

same footing as the State and Territories in terms of being bound to abide by the relevant Codes of

Practice. Clearly also, if the proposed site for a national repository for waste disposal is on land

under Commonwealth title or land proposed to be acquired by the Commonwealth, regulations
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binding the Commonwealth to agreed standards would be necessary, and the Review understands

that issue is also under consideration.

200. These changes would be related to the Bill to establish the proposed Australian Institute for

Radiation Protection, being closely related to its planned regulatory role, and this Review considers

that these various changes should be brought forward to the Government as soon as possible and

given as high a priority as possible in the Government's legislative program.

201. The Review also considers there are two related issues which need to be resolved in the

appropriate forum between the Commonwealth, States and Territories:-

a) Resolution of any jurisdictional ambiguity. It is not a desirable situation that there can

be doubt about proper assurance that the Transport Code has been complied with

because of lack of jurisdictional clarity. It may also be argued that it is undesirable for

material to move through a State or Territory in circumstances where the relevant expert

authority in that State or Territory is unable to certify compliance for jurisdictional

reasons.

b) Whether a Commonwealth agency should be designated as a competent authority for

surface transport under the Code and, if so, with what ambit. It may be argued, for

example, that where special conditioning and packaging of material is required the

proposed new Australian Institute for Radiation Protection has expertise, and that

competent authority certification from them would be of potential value not just to

Commonwealth authorities but to States and Territories. It may also be reasonable that

a competent authority for the Commonwealth be specified for all forms of transport such

that where Commonwealth material is moved from a Commonwealth site to a State or

Territory site the multilateral certification would involve both the Commonwealth and

the relevant State or Territory authorities. Again, the proposed Australian Institute for

Radiation Protection would be an appropriate agency for such a broader purpose, and

where necessary for certification where it is a Commonwealth undertaking. Indeed,

many countries have a single competent authority to deal with all forms of transport -
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and there may well be merit in replacing present provisions, in relation to

Commonwealth waste, with a single Commonwealth competent authority to encourage

a consistent approach and provide one centre of expertise at Commonwealth level.

Quality of Planning and Preparation

202. The Review is asked to report on the quality of planning and preparation for these two

movements of waste.

203. First, it should be noted that a great deal of careful planning and preparation occurred

amongst relevant Commonwealth authorities drawing particularly on the expertise of ANSTO. It

should alwo be noted that the planning and preparation for the movement of the St Marys waste,

which benefited from the experience of the movement of the CSIRO waste, was of a quality

deserving commendation.

204. Next, it should be noted that the relevant State authorites in both NSW and South Australia

co-operated constructively and effectively when invited to participate in the planning and

preparation.

205. In the case of the CSIRO waste, it is regrettable that the descriptive material and sample

testing of the drums (which were understandably relied upon) did not disclose that some drums

contained substantial moisture. If there had been such knowledge, the likelihood is that the

additional procedures put in place after the incident at Port Augusta to remove any free water and

solidify residual moist material in the remaining drums, and to check more assiduously the sealing of

the lids, would have been applied to the whole load. The incident at Port Augusta, or a similar

incident, would then have been highly unlikely. It would, nevertheless, be unfair to find any fault

with the planning and preparation for the move which were as thorough as could have reasonably

been expected.
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206. With the benefit of hindsight, however, it may be said that the quality of the planning and

preparation for both transfers could have been enhanced in relation to intergovernmental

consultation and public information. In particular

• the South Australian submission to this review suggests the initial approach from the

Commonwealth should have been a high level consultative meeting at Ministerial level, at

which detailed information on the nature of the material should have been conveyed, and co-

ordination arrangements for future contact agreed

• an appropriate public information program should have been agreed early in the planning

process, including the respective roles of the Commonwealth and the relevant State. An

agreed co-ordination point for these purposes at both State and Commonwealth level would

have been helpful - with appropriate arrangements for consultation before release of

information.

Safety and Effectiveness

207. The Review was also asked to report on the safety and effectiveness of these transfers.

208. As indicated in the opening paragraphs of this Report, the Review considers that public

safety was not threatened at any time during either of these transfers.

209. In considering issues of safety, it is important to consider the level of public risk for which

the starting point must be the level of radioactivity of the material including surface radiation after

conditioning and packaging in compliance with the Transport Code.

210. In this respect, the table in Attachment H (page 62), provided to the Review by ANSTO,

gives a perspective.

211. In terms of effectiveness, the Review considers that the execution of the movement of the St

Marys waste was of high quality and represents a useful model for future reference in relation to

movements of like material and volume.
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212. The execution of the movement of the CSERO waste, however, fell somewhat short of this

high quality for the following main reasons: -

• although those responsible were diligent in seeking to establish the nature of the material at

the outset, the failure to identify the presence of free water in some drums caused subsequent

problems. If there had been such identification, there should have been - and presumably

would have been - more careful inspection of drums at the time of loading (in particular,

closer inspection of all mild steel painted drums and of the quality of the sealing of the lids

on all drums)

• the importance of abiding by the letter of their instructions should have been made clearer to

drivers. A smaller number of drivers making several trips would almost certainly have been

used in this case if there had not been a requirement to remove this large volume of material

so quickly.

• adequate communication to control centres in both the Commonwealth and relevant States

or Territories at all points of the route should have been a requirement.

Adequacy of Response to 'Incidents'

213. Two incidents have been identified and described above - both in relation to the CSIRO

waste.

214. The first incident was the leaking from a drum near Port Augusta.

215. The response in that case from the local police, fire brigades and relevant State Government

agencies was swift and of high standard. In particular, the response time of the experts from the

South Australian Health Commission and the execution of their role deserves to be highly

commended.

216. There may well have been a less dramatic presentation of this incident in the media,

however, if there had been an agreed media strategy in advance of the transportation including the

respective roles of the Commonwealth and States or Territories as indicated earlier. In this case,
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the radioactivity of the material was so low that reassurance could have been give on presumption

that there had been a leak. In the event, responses to the media from CSIRO implied there was no

leakage at all, and caused unnecessary confusion.

217. In relation to the Sydney rainwater incident, no shortcomings are apparent in the response of

any Commonwealth officials with responsibility.

Improvements for the Future

218. Finally, the Review was asked to report on whether planning and transport arrangements

might be improved for the future.

219. It should be noted that every case of movement of radioactive material is likely to have its

own particular considerations which will affect the required planning and transport arrangements.

An example of that is the CSIRO waste which, it has been claimed, represents some 60% of the low

level and short lived intermediate level radioactive waste in storage in Australia at the present time.

Thus, the volume of this waste (stored in 9,726 x 205 litre drums) itself makes any transport and

planning arrangements necessarily special. In addition, the fact that a very high proportion of this

waste was of very low levels of radioactivity clearly has an impact on the definition of appropriate

transport arrangements. Also, the length of the journey and the most appropriate mode of transport

will vary from case to case.

220. Accordingly, lessons drawn from the experience of the movement of the CSIRO waste, as

indeed of the St Marys waste, cannot readily lead to a prescription of the 'right' way of moving

material of different volume and character on different routes in the future.

221. The assessment given above and the various suggestions for improvement should be seen as

most relevant if movements of the CSIRO and St Marys kinds of wastes were to arise again in

similar circumstances.

222. The need for clarification of issues of jurisdiction, for bringing into effect appropriate

Commonwealth regulations, and the possible provision for further designation of Commonwealth
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competent authorities (paragraphs 196-201) are certainly matters which would have general

application and should be considered by the appropriate Commonwealth, State and Territory forum.

223. Arrangements for intergovernmental consultation and co-operation, and for appropriate

public information programs, will need to be reviewed from case to case. But the principles

underlying the suggestions made above (paragraph 206) should inform the development of those

arrangements.

224. This view that there can be no sensible prescription of a model arrangement appropriate for

every particular case is formed in the present situation where there is no national disposal facility.

In these circumstances, the Review recommends that movements of material to alternative

temporary storage sites should only be considered in very special circumstances (such as where

present storage sites present a public health or safety risk). Each such case is therefore likely to be

special.

225. There may well be value, however, in those with responsibilities in this field giving

consideration to the likely pattern of future movements of radioactive material once a national

repository for disposal of low level and short lived intermediate level waste is established - and then

to consider what implications that pattern may have for the planning and execution of arrangements

under the Transport Code in the future.

226. It is possible, for example, that there will be acceptance in the next year or two of a site for a

national repository and that all States and Territories (perhaps with the exception of Western

Australia) will wish to make use of that facility for disposal of their own wastes. A threshhold

consideration in those circumstances will be how to plan and execute transfers from the very large

number of sites now in Australia where such wastes are produced and presently stored.

227. The Review has not sought to establish with accuracy the number of such sites, but

understands there are likely to be several hundred, in a very high proportion of which the volume of

waste produced and in storage would be very low.

228. The balance of material at these many sites (as between low level and short lived

intermediate level wastes, and higher level wastes) would vary, and the necessary treatment

(including conditioning) of these wastes before transportation would also therefore vary.
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229. Assuming that the preferred principle would be that any necessary conditioning take place at

the site, the means by which professional control over such conditioning, and certification of its

appropriateness, would be achieved requires consideration.

230. There is the question of how frequently such prepared wastes should be transported to the

repository and whether directly from each of these many sites to the repository or via a temporary

storage area or areas in each State or Territory.

231. There is the desirability that consideration be given to the appropriateness of responsibility

for compliance with the Transport Code being assigned under the Code to the consignor in

circumstances where there would be so many consignors. There may, for example, be merit in

consignors sub-contracting responsibility for preparation of their wastes and for planning and

executing the transportation of those wastes to an expert group or groups familiar with the Code

and its requirements and experienced in the effective management of transfer.

232. There is also the likelihood that many of these sites would hold long-lived intermediate waste

(i.e. Category S waste) which could not be disposed of in the proposed national repository. Just as

has happened in relation to the temporary storage of the St Marys waste, however, there may be

merit in the conditioning and preparation of this waste for transportation, and for it to be moved for

storage to the national repository pending establishment of a deep underground disposal facility.

233. The Phase II Report on A Radioactive Waste Repository for Australia issued in 1994 by the

Commonwealth indicates that the Phase IH Report will be the basis for referral of the proposal to

the Minister for the Environment for consideration under the Environment Protection (Impact of

Proposals) Act 1974.

T5A. This Review considers it would be desirable that such a reference results in a substantial

environmental assessment process - allowing public input - before final decisions are taken on the

site.

235. There would be merit in such an environmental assessment process embracing also the

regime proposed for the preparation and transport of waste to the chosen site. It is, in part, for that

reason that the Review recommends that early consideration be given by relevant authorities to
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questions of the kind outlined above relating to the possible future pattern of transportation of

radioactive waste.

236. There would be a need for these matters to be considered in the appropriate forum of

Commonwealth, State and Territory representatives. That forum could also consider any desirable

refinements to the Transport Code and associated regulations, including issues raised in this report:-

• jurisdiction of competent authorities

• consistency of Commonwealth, State and Territory regulations, and respective liabilities

under these regulations

• the possible need for an additional competent authority for surface transport (or alternatively

a single Commonwealth competent authority) for the Commonwealth

• the development of a common standard of definition, in different jurisdictions, of what

constitutes a radioactive substance for the purposes of the Transport Code.

237. Once an agreed site has been chosen by governments and a transportation regime (including

a refined Transport Code) has also been agreed between governments following a substantial

environmental assessment process, it is likely that the co-ordination and public information

arrangements which seem in hindsight to have been desirable in the CSIRO and St Marys waste

movements would be necessary at such high level only in the case of unusual consignments and

special circumstances.

238. The notion that an environmental assessment process in relation to a proposed national

repository site should embrace also consideration of a regime for transport to that site simply

reflects the close linkages between appropriate arrangements for transport, storage and disposal of

radioactive wastes. The review understands that, apart from functions properly in the Health

portfolio, policy responsibility in the Commonwealth jurisdiction, in relation to transport, storage

and disposal of radioactive wastes, rests with the Primary Industries and Energy portfolio. The co-

ordination responsibility in relation to transportation of the CSIRO and St Marys wastes was given

to the Minister and Department of Industry Science and Technology in the particular circumstances
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of those cases. The issues of ongoing consideration in relation to the CSIRO and St Marys wastes

now centre on storage and future disposal. Against that background, it is recommended that

consideration be given to assigning future responsibility for co-ordination in relation to

transportation of radioactive wastes to the Primary Industries and Energy portfolio.

Summary Finding

23 9. This Review concludes that the recent movements of radioactive wastes from Lucas Heights

(the CSIRO waste) and St Marys were carried out consistent with the Transport Code, with a

special focus on the need to ensure public safety, and with appropriate attention to detail in the

planning and execution. Most importantly, these movements were effected without any risk to

public safety.

240. The Review has noted some elements of the planning and execution which, with the benefit

of hindsight, could have been enhanced. These relate most particularly to intergovernmental

consultation, and to public information strategy.

241. The conclusions and recommendations in this Report (which are contained in the Assessment

section beginning on page 34) should be seen against the backdrop of this summary finding.
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List of abbreviations

ADI Australian Defence Industries
ANSTO Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
ARL Australian Radiation Laboratory
CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
CXRL Commonwealth X-Ray and Radium Laboratory
DAS Commonwealth Department of Administrative Services
DIST Commonwealth Department of Industry Science and Technology
DPEE Commonwealth Department of Primary Industries and Energy
EPA Environment Protection Authority
EPA - federal Environment Protection Agency
FOI Freedom of information
HIC high integrity container
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
ISO International Standardisation Organisation
LSA low specific activity
NHMRC National Health and Medical Research Council
NOI Notice of intention
NSB National Safety Bureau
PER Public environment report
PM&C Commonwealth Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
TNT Thomas Nationwide Transport

'Disposal Code'

'Transport Code'

'User Code'

Code of practice for the near-surface disposal of radioactive waste in
Australia (1992), National Health and Medical Research Council

Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances (1990)
Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978

Code of practice for the disposal of radioactive waste by the user (1985)
National Health and Medical Research Council
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Organisations from which written views were received
and/or with whom discussions were held

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
Australian Radiation Laboratory
Brambles Project Services
City of Port Augusta SA
Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Commonwealth Department of Administrative Services
Commonwealth Department of Defence
Commonwealth Department of Industry Science and Technology
Commonwealth Department of Primary Industries and Energy
Commonwealth Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
Department of the Premier and Cabinet South Australia
Environment Protection Authority of NSW
Environment Protection Agency - federal
Friends of the Earth NSW
NSW Police Service
Office of the Commonwealth Minister for Industry Science and Technology
Office of the Premier South Australia
South Australian Health Commission
Sutherland Shire Council NSW
Woomera Board SA
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TRANSPORT OF CERTAIN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MATERIAL FROM SYDNEY TO
INTERIM STORAGE AT WOOMERA RANGEHEAD

The Proposal

The Government has decided to move certain Commonwealth-owned radioactive waste from Lucas
Heights, a suburb of Sydney, for interim storage at the Woomera Rangehead, about 50 kilometres
NW of Woomera village in South Australia. The material needs to be moved as a result of an order
of the NSW Land and Environment Court.

The Waste

The waste which is to be moved from Lucas Heights came from a site at Fishermans Bend in
Melbourne which was formerly owned by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO). The material amounts to about 2,000 cubic metres in volume and is stores
in about 10,000 drums of 205 litre capacity. It is comprised of soil (and a small amount of buildir.^
rubble) contaminated with low levels of naturally occurring residues from uranium ore processing
studies. These studies were undertaken between 1945 and 1964 and explored chemical processes o
release the uranium in ores from Australian uranium mines, including the mines at Radium Hill (Sr-..),
Rum Jungle (NT) and Mary- Kathleen (Qld). The study of the Radium Hill ore, for example, resulted
in CSIRO developing the chemical process which was used in the plant at Port Pirie where the ore
was processed for export. In today's terms, the benefit which South Australia obtained from the
Radium Hill project would be in the order of S35O million,

The radioactive elements in the CSIRO waste are similar to those in tailings from uranium mining.
Gamma radiation is the only activity detectable outside the drums. Radiation levels measured at
the drum surface are so low that about 98 per cent of the drums are not legally radioactive fr-
transport purposes. The table below indicates the relative dose rates associated with the materi-;',
by comparison to other activities invo! ing ionising radiation. From the table, it can be seen that, ;•
would be necessary to sit on a drum which exhibits the average level of radioactivity for a period "•
about six days (ie, 25/0.17= 147 hours) to receive a radiation dose equivalent to a chest x-ray.

Relative Doses from Some Radiation-related Activities

Chest X-Ray

Flight from Sydney to London on QFl
(Cosmic Radiation^
Average Daily Dose from Natural Background
Radiation in Australia
Flight from Sydney :o Melbourne
(Cosmic Radiation')
Truck Driver Transporting CSIRO Waste from
Svdnev to Woomera
Dose in One Hour from Sitting or Leaning
against a Drum of CSIRO waste which Exhibits
the Averaee Level of Radioactivitv

25

12

1

0.5

0.5

0.17

Source: Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
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Transport Arrangements

Although most of the drums of waste are not radioactive under Australian transport regulations, all
drums will be transported in accordance with the requirements of the Australian Code of Practice for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990. (This Code is used on a daily basis throughout
Australia for the transport of radiotsotopes, radiopharmaceuticals and yellowcake). Before being
moved, the drums will be inspected and any which are not in good condition will be replaced.
Transportation will commence later this month and should be completed by the end of the year. This
will involve about 120 truck movements at a rate of about four per day.

Clearances and any necessary permits will be obtained from the relevant Commonwealth and State
authorities. All shipments of material will be closely supervised. In the very unlikely event of a
transport accident, the appropriate authorities will be notified and will attend the scene as necessary.
The South Australian Police have developed a contingency plan which will be used should
unexpected circumstances arise.

Storage Arrangements

Storage at the Rangehead will be in a secure building and will meet requirements specified by the
Australian Radiation Laboratory. The wastes will be regularly monitored. Storage at the Rangehead
will not be dangerous to people, animals or the environment.

The waste will be removed from the Rangehead for permanent disposal as soon as possible. The
Commonwealth Department of Primary Industries and Energy is presently co-ordinating a study to
identify a site for a permanent national facility for near surface disposal of radioactive waste. Stage 2
of the site identification study was released recently.

Further Information

The contact officer for further information is Mr David Dewar, telephone 06 276 1539.

Department of Industry, Science and Technology
9 November 1994
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Department of Industry, Science and Technology
INDUSTRY.
SCIENCE 51 Allara Sffset, Canlxm ACT 2601. GPOBor. 9839, Canberra ACT 2601

Telephone: (06) 276 1000 Facsimile: (06) 276 11II

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT OF CERTAIN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MATERIAL FROM
SYDNEY TO INTERIM STORAGE AT WOOMERA RANGEHEAD

The Proposal

The Government has decided to move a quantity of Commonwealth-owned radioactive
waste from Lucas Heights and St Marys, both on the outskirts of Sydney, for interim storage
at the Woomera Rangehead, about 40 kilometres NW of Woomera village in South
Australia. Radioactivity levels in the material are generally very low.

Wit at is the waste and where is it stored?

The waste at Lucas Heights consists of soil contaminated with naturally occurring residues
from uranium ore processing studies undertaken by the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). This is stored at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories in about 10,000 steel drums (205 litre).

The Department of Defence is responsible for the waste at St Marys which comprises
materials such as luminescent paint, radio valves, luminescent instrument faces, spent or
obsolete medical radiation sources and miscellaneous equipment from various sources. It is
contained in about 150 drums and packages and is presently stored in a concrete building at
the former Munitions Filling Factory site.

Wlxy must it be moved?

The CSIRO material at Lucas Heights needs to be moved as a result of an order of the NSW
Land and Environment Court. The Defence waste needs to be moved to allow Australian
Defence Industries Ltd to redevelop the St Marys site.

How will the material be moved?

In the case of the CSIRO waste, most of the drums are considered to be non-radioactive
under Australian transport regulations but all drums will be transported in accordance with
the requirements of the Australian Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Substances 1990. No treatment is required for the CSIRO material. The drums will be
inspected and any which are not in good condition will be replaced. Options for transport
modes and routes are under consideration.

The Defence waste will be treated and packaged to comply with the Safe Transport Code,
will be concreted into drums or placed in special containers and the total volume will then
amount tO about 30 Cubic metres. R e v | c w of Arrangements for tfie Recoil Transportation of Radioactive Waste
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When will it be moved?

Transfer of the CSIRO waste commenced in November 1994, after the required clearances
were obtained from the relevant Commonwealth and State authorities. The Defence waste
will be moved early in 1995.

Wliat safety precautions will there be?

All shipments of material will be closely supervised and procedures will satisfy State
regulations. In the very unlikely event of a transport accident, the appropriate authorities
will be notified and will attend the scene as necessary.

Wliat happens to the building at St Marys?

The building will be monitored and any residual radioactive contamination removed. Any
wastes resulting from the decontamination will be drummed and shipped with the rest of the
wastes to the Rangehead. The building will be demolished and the site inspected by a
competent authority to ensure it is free of radioactive contamination.

Wit at happens at the Rangehead?

Storage will be in secure buildings or in fenced compounds, and will meet requirements set
out by the Australian Radiation Laboratory. The wastes will be regularly monitored to
ensure there is no danger to people, animals or the environment.

How long will the wastes be stored at the Rangehead?

The waste will be removed from the Rangehead for permanent disposal as soon as possible.
The Commonwealth Department of Primary Industries and Energy is presently co-
ordinating a study to identify a site for a permanent national facility for near surface
disposal of radioactive waste. Stage 2 of the site identification study was released recently.

Wit ere can I get further information?

Contact either:
David Dewar (06) 276 1539 or Jock Campbell (06) 276 1565.
Department of Industry. Science and Technology, Canberra.
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Review of arrangements for the recent transportation
of low level radioactive waste

c/- GPO Box 9839
Canberra ACT 2601
Tel: 06 276 1345
Fax: 06 276 1567

Mr Stephen Skehill
Secretary
Attorney-General's Department
Robert Garran Offices
National Circuit
BARTON ACT 2600

Dear Mr Skehill

As we discussed, I have been engaged by the Minister and Department of Industry Science and
Technology to conduct a Review of the arrangements for the recent transportation of radio-active
waste from Sydney to Woomera.

A copy of the terms of reference for the Review is attached.

You will see that a central element is whether the arrangements were in compliance with the
Australian Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990.

This Code, I understand, derives its authority at the Commonwealth level through the Environment
Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978 and the associated instrument from the Governor-General
under which the Code itself is issued.

State governments have, I understand, accepted the Code and given effect to it through regulations
they have issued - albeit with some relatively minor variations in particular States unique to their
own jurisdictions.

Under the Code of Practice, where material is contained in Type-B packages which may not quite
meet specifications, they may be transported under "special arrangements" which then require muk:
lateral approval by the relevant competent authorities which are designated in Annex 3 of the Codt.

The Code derives from international standards where the relevant authorities in these circumstance-,
are in the sending and receiving countries. In Australia, the application of the Code in this respecr.
has normally been taken to mean by the sending and receiving "States".

Material in this category formed part of the shipment of waste on behalf of the Department of
Defence from St Mary's in Sydney to the Woomera Rangehead in South Australia.
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The material is Commonwealth material a; "1 was being moved from one Commonwealth owned site
to another and as it happened (because DAS won the contract on tender) in Commonwealth vehicle;
- albeit that it was transported over the road systems of NSW and South Australia and the "specif
arrangements" required amongst other things a particular quality of emergency services back-up
from each State.

As you will see from Annex 3 of the Code, there is no designated competent authority for the
Commonwealth other than for transportation by sea or air.

Nevertheless the Department of Defence sought agreement from two Commonwealth authorities
with expertise (ANSTO and ARL) that the arrangements for the St Mary's transfer were in
compliance with the Code. Both authorities gave that assurance. As well, approval was obtained
from the Minister for the Environment, Sport and Territories, Senator the Hon John Faulkner.

The Department of Defence also sought competent authority certification from both NSW and S.A.

This was provided by NSW but although S.A. - like NSW - co-operated with the transfer including
by undertaking to provide the necessary emergency services back-up, it declined in the end to give
competent authority certification on the grounds, I understand, of lack of jurisdiction.

Apparently based on legal advice, the view taken by S.A. was they had no jurisdiction in
circumstances where Commonwealth material was being transported in Commonwealth vehicles
from one CommonweaJth-owned site to another.

Against this background, I should be grateful for your advice on the following questions:-

1. Do you consider it the correct view that S.A. had no jurisdiction to give competent authority
certification under the Code in these circumstances?

2. If so, does that mean that:

a) NSW had no jurisdiction to give certification either, and

b) in the absence of a designated Commonwealth competent authority for road
transportation, there was therefore no effective competent authority certification under
the Code and the movement of this material was, at least in a legal sense, not in
compliance, and

c) your view would remain the same even if the vehicles were those of a private contractor?

3. If you consider, in response to question 1, that S.A. did have jurisdiction

a) Does the fact that the St Marys material was moved without competent authority
certification from S.A. mean that the movement was not strictly in compliance with the
Code or

b) Does the fact that S.A. co-operated with the movement by guaranteeing the special
conditions (in particular the emergency services back-up) represent "de facto"
certification such that it could fairly be held that there was compliance with the Code?
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4. From your perspective, what factors if any would require consideration if it were intended to
designate a Commonwealth authority - with State and Territory agreement - as a competent
authority under the code for transportation by means other than sea or air?

I enclose for ease of reference a copy of the relevant extracts from the Code of Practice and a copy
of the relevant South Australian Regulations.

I should be grateful to have your advice in response to these questions as soon as possible and
preferably no later than Monday next 17 July. I apologise for the shortness of this timeframe but as
I explained in our discussion, I am required to report by the end of July at the latest.

Should you have any questions or require further background, please contact me or the Secretary to
the Review, Moira Sharp (telephone 276 1345).

Yours sincerely

MEECECODD

10 July 1995
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Review of Arrangements for the Transport of
Contaminated Waste

from Lucas Heights and St Marys to Woomera

Terms of Reference

1. To examine the adequacy of the arrangements made for the transport of contaminated
material from Lucas Heights and St Marys to Woomera, in terms of the compliance with
the Australian Code for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials 1990.

2. To report to the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology, in particular on
(a) the quality of the planning and preparation for the move;
(b) the safety and effectiveness of the move itself;
(c) the adequacy of response to any 'incidents' involved in the move, and of

contingency arrangements;
(d) whether planning and transport arrangements might be improved for the future.
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ATTORNEY'
GENERAL'S

DEPARTMENT

Office of General Counsel

OGC95085342

17 July 1995

Mr Mike Codd AC
Review of Arrangements for the Recent
Transportation of Low Level Radioactive Waste
c/- GPO Box 9839
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Mr Codd

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION (NUCLEAR CODES) ACT 1978:
TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM SYDNEY TO WOOMERA

I refer to your letter dated 10 July 1995 to the Secretary of this Department seeking advice
on certain questions relevant to your review.

BACKGROUND

2. You say that you have been engaged by the Minister and Department of Industry,
Science and Technology to conduct a review of the arrangements for the recent
transportation of radioactive waste from Sydney to Woomera. A central element of your
enquiry is whether the arrangements were in compliance with the Australian Code of
Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990 ('the Code').

3. You understand that the Code derives its authority at the Commonwealth level
through the Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978 and the associated
instrument from the Governor-General under which the Code itself is approved.

4. State governments have, you understand, accepted the Code and given effect to it
through regulations they have issued - albeit with some relatively minor variations in
particular States unique to their own jurisdictions.

5. Under the Code of Practice, where material is contained in Type-B packages which
may not quite meet specifications, they may be transported under 'special arrangements'
which then require multilateral approval by the relevant competent authorities which are
designated in Annex 3 of the Code.

6. The Code derives from international standards where the relevant authorities in ther."
circumstances are in the sending and receiving counuies. In Australia, the application 'J
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the code in this respect has normally been taken to mean by the sending and receiving
'States'.

7. Material is this category formed part of the shipment of waste on behalf of the
Department of Defence from St Mary's in Sydney to the Woomera Rangehead in South
Australia.

8. The material is Commonwealth material and was being moved from one
Commonwealth-owned site to another and as it happened (because DAS won the contract
on tender) in Commonwealth vehicles - albeit that it was transported over the road systems
of NSW and South Australia and the 'special arrangements' required amongst other things
a particular quality of emergency services back-up from each State.

9. Under Annex 3 of the Code, there is no designated competent authority for the
Commonwealth other than for transportation by sea or air.

10. Nevertheless the Department of Defence sought agreement from two Commonwealth
authorities with expertise (ANSTO and ARL) that the arrangements for the St Mary's
transfer were in compliance with the Code. Both authorities gave that assurance. As well,
approval was obtained from the Minister for the Environment, Sport and Territories,
Senator the Hon John Faulkner.

11. The Department of Defence also sought competent authority certification from both
NSW and SA.

12. This was provided by NSW but although SA - like NSW - cooperated with the
transferincluding by undertaking to provide the necessary emergency services back-up, it
declined in the end to give competent authority certification on the grounds, you
understand, of lack of jurisdiction.

13. Apparently based on legal advice, the view taken by SA was they had no jurisdiction
in circumstances where Commonwealth material was being transported in Commonwealth
vehicles from one Commonwealth-owned site to another.

ADVICE

14. Your questions and my answers to them are as follows:

(a) Q. Is it the correct view that S A had no jurisdiction to give competent authority
certification under the Code in these circumstances?

A, The Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978 enables the Governor-
General to approve codes of practice for regulating or controlling nuclear
activities in Australia. The Act, however, envisages that codes will be given
effect to by means of Commonwealth, State or Territory laws (ie, an approved
code is not, of itself, legally binding). It appears that the relevant SA law givm.o;
effect to the Code is the Radiation Protection and Control (Transport of
Radioactive Substances) Regulations 1991 (SA), a copy of which was provider
with your letter.

A majority of the High Court recently observed that '(t)he question of
Commonwealth immunity from State legislation is a difficult one which has noc
yet been fully resolved1 {Jacobsen v Rogers (1995) 127 ALR 159 at 167).

17 July 19?"
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However, it was certainly open to the SA authorities to conclude the SA
legislation giving effect to the Code was inapplicable in the circumstances by
reason of that immunity (see, eg, The Commonwealth v Bogle (1953) 89 CLR
229 at 259 and Trade Practices Commission v Manfal Pty Ltd (1990) 97 ALR
231). It may be noted that subparagraph 13(2)(a)(i) of the Environment
Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978 envisages the making of regulations by
the Governor-General for carrying out or giving effect to codes of practice in
relation to nuclear activities carried out by or on behalf of the Commonwealth
or an authority of the Commonwealth where the Governor-General is of the
opinion that the laws of a State or Territory do not make provision for regulating
or controlling nuclear activities in that State or Territory in the manner
prescribed by the codes. Commonwealth regulations could therefore be made in
relation to Commonwealth activities where a State law was inapplicable to the
Commonwealth by reason of its implied constitutional immunity. However, no
such regulations have been made,

(b) Q. If the answer to question (a) is yes, does that mean that:

(i) NSW had no jurisdiction to give certification either, and

(ii) in the absence of a designated Commonwealth competent authority for
road transportation, there was therefore no effective competent authority
certification under the Code and the movement of this material was, at least in a
legal sense, not in compliance, and

(iii) the position would be the same even if the vehicles were those of a private
contractor?

A. (i) NSW is subject to similar constitutional constraints to SA.

(ii) On the assumption that the State laws were inapplicable for constitutional
reasons and in the absence of Commonwealth regulations for the purposes of
subparagraph 13(2)(a)(i) of the Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act
1978, the requirements of the Code had not been given legal effect in respect of
the Commonwealth activities in question. Accordingly, it is not correct to say
that, the movement of the material was 'not in compliance'.

(iii) A private contractor is entitled to share in the Commonwealth's implied
constitutional immunity from State laws where the application of those laws to
the contractor would adversely affect the Commonwealth (see, eg, Bradken
Consolidated Ltd v Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd (1979) 145 CLR 107).
Accordingly, it would be open to private contractor to claim immunity from
State laws when the contractor was involved in transporting, on behalf of the
Commonwealth. Commonwealth material from one Commonwealth-owned sice
to another.

(c) Q. If the answer to question (a) is no,

(i) does the fact that the St Mary's material was moved without competent
authority certification from SA mean that the movement was not strictly in
compliance with the Code, or

Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978
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(ii) does the fact that SA co-operated with the movement by guaranteeing the
special conditions (in particular the emergency services back-up) represent 'de
facto' certification such that it could fairly be held that there was compliance
with the Code?

A. Unnecessary to answer.

(d) Q. From this Department's perspective, what factors if any would require
consideration if it were intended to designate a Commonwealth authority - with
State and Territory agreement - as a competent authority under the Code for
transportation by means other than sea or air?

A. From the strictly legal point of view, amendment of Annex 3 of the Code would
be necessary, and the question of making regulations for the purposes of
subparagraph 13(2)(a)(i) of the Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act
1978 would need to be considered so as to ensure that the requirements of the
Code were binding upon the Commonwealth. The question of designating a
Commonwealth authority as a competent authority in respect of transportation
by means other than sea or air is, however, a matter that should be taken up with
the Department of Human Services and Health, whose Ministers administer the
Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978.

Yours sincerelv

Frank Marris
Senior General Counsel

Telephone: (06)250 6413
Facsimile: (06)250 5915

17 July '"
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Department of Defence will move a quantity of radioactive waste from St Marys, N'SW, to the
Rangehead, near Woomera. SA before the end of June 1995. As packaged the volume of waste
amounts to approximately 40 cubic metres.

The waste includes obsolete medical radium sources, radium-based luminescent paint powder,
obsolete radium-contaminated laboratory equipment, electronic valves, luminescent watch and
compass faces, night markers, and spent sealed medical sources. The radionuclides which comprise
the main pan of the waste are cobalt-60. radium-226, americium-24L strontium-90, andcaesium-
137. The waste also contains very small amounts of other radionuclides, including a minute amount
of plutonium-239. The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) has
treated and packaged the waste to render it safe for transport and storage.

The packaged waste will be transported by road in standard shipping containers. Transportation will
be in accordance with the requirements of the Australian Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Substances 1990. This Code is used every day in Australia to regulate the transport of
radioactive materials to hospitals and industry. The transport arrangements have been prepared in
consultation with relevant State and Commonwealth agencies. The waste will be stored in a secure
building which is remote from inhabited areas, and will be monitored regularly.

The proposal for the relocation of the waste from Si Marys to interim storage at the Rangehead has
been reviewed by the federal Environment Protection Agency (EPA). The Agency is satisfied that
the transport and storage of the waste is environmentally acceptable.

Further information can be obtained from the Department of Defence as follows :
Media inquiries : Contact Defence Public Relations. Canberra, telephone 06 265 2929,
fax 06 265 1099.
Other enquiries : Contact the Director, Business Enterprises, Munitions and Aerospace,
Department of Defence. PO Box E33, Queen Victoria Terrace, Canberra ACT 2600,
telephone 06 266 6773. or 06 266 6083. fax 06 266 6008.

Review of Arrangements for the Recent Transportation of Radioactive Waste



M Attachment G

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

TRANSPORT OF CERTAIN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MATERIAL FROM SYDNEY TO
INTERIM STORAGE AT WOOMERA RANGEHEAD

The Proposal

The Government has decided to move a small quantity of Commonwealth-owned radioactive waste from St
Marys, NSW, for interim storage at the Woomera Rangehead, about 45 kilometres north-west of Woomera
in South Australia. The waste will be moved before the end of June 1995.

What is the waste?

The waste includes obsolete medical radium sources, radium-based luminescent paint powder, obsolete
radium-contaminated laboratory equipment, electronic valves, luminescent watch and compass faces, night
markers, and old sealed sources from hospitals, universities, medical practitioners, and Commonwealth and
State agencies. The radionuclides which comprise the main part of the waste are cobalt-60, radium-226,
americium-241, strontium-90, and caesium-137. The waste also contains very small amounts of tritium and
carbon-14, and minute amounts of plutonium-239. caesium-134 and europium-152. The Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation has treated and packaged the waste to render it safe for transport and
storage by concreting it into drums or placing it in special containers. The waste will be shipped in freight
containers. The total volume amounts to about 40 cubic metres.

Some radiation will be detectable close to the outside of the freight containers. The table below indicates
the relative doses associated with the material, by comparison to other activities involving ionising radiation.
From the table, it can be seen that the radiation dose received from standing for an hour at a distance of two
metres from a freight container of the waste would be equivalent to the dose received from cosmic radiation
during a flight to Los Angeles and return, or about 70 per cent of the dose received from a typical chest x-
ray.

Relative Doses from Some Radiation-related Activities

Dose from Tvpical Medical CT Scan
Dose from Barium Meal Procedure
Average Dose Received from Natural
Background Radiation in Australia over
One Year
Dose received in One Hour at Contact with
Freight Container Containing Waste from
St Marvs
Dose from TvDical Chest X-Rav
Average Dose Received from Natural
Background Radiation in Australia ov<zr
18 Da vs
Dose Received in One Hour ;it Distance: or'
2 Metres from Freight Container
Containing Waste from St Marvs
Return Flight from Sydney to Los Angeles
(Cosmic Radiation)

40
40
20

10

1.4
1.0

1.0

1.0

Source: Australian Nuclear Science .itul Techiuilo^v Qpjanisaiion
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The transport of the amount of radioactivity contained in this material is not unusual in Australia. Materials
such as medical radiotherapy, sources may have higher levels of radioactivity. Such sources are routinely
transported in accordance with State regulations.

Why must it be moved?

The waste must be moved because the St Marys site is no longer owned by the Commonwealth, and is
being redeveloped for housing and related activities.

How will the material be moved?

The waste will be moved by road. Transport arrangements will be in accordance with the Australian Code
of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Substances 1990. This Code is used every day in
Australia to regulate the transport of radioactive materials to hospitals and industry. The transport
arrangements have been prepared in consultation with relevant State and Commonwealth agencies, although
the transport route was not finalised at the time of printing.

What safety precautions will there be?

The shipment will be closely supervised and procedures will satisfy State regulations. The treatment,
transport and storage arrangements are being monitored by the Australian Radiation Laboratory and accord
with all relevant codes of practice. The Commonwealth authorities are co-operating with State Government
authorities to make proper provision for public safety. Contingency plans have been prepared. In the very
unlikely event of a transport accident, the appropriate authorities will be notified and will attend the scene as
necessary.

What happens at the Rangehead?

The waste wili be stored in a secure building which is remote from inhabited areas, and will be monitored
regularly. Storage facilities have been inspected by the Australian Radiation Laboratory and the SA Health
Commission's Radiation Protection Branch.

Will there be any significant effect on the environment?

The proposal for the relocation of the waste from St Marys to interim storage at the Rangehead has been
reviewed by the Commonwealth's Environment Protection Agency (EPA). The Agency is satisfied that the
transport and storage of the waste is environmentally acceptable.

How long will the wastes be stored at the Rangehead?

The waste will be removed from the Rangehead for disposal as soon as possible. The Commonwealth
Department of Primary Industries and Energy is presently co-ordinating a study to identify z site for a
permanent nationaJ facility for near surface disposal of radioactive wa.ste. Stage 2 of the si'-1 identification
studv was released in 199-1.

Review of Arrangements for the Recwi Transportation of Radioactive Waste



62 Attachment H

Comparison of Radiation Doses Received During Transport with Other Radiation Doses

The following table compares the effective doses received from ionising radiation during the
transport of the radioactive materials to Woomera with dose limits recommended by the
National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC), natural background doses and
medical exposures. The unit of effective dose is the sievert (Sv). Doses in the table are given
in units of microsieverts (piSv), which are one millionth of a sievert.

Activity

NHMRC recommended dose limit for occupational
exposure per year averaged over 5 years
Medical CT scan (typical)
Average natural background dose received per year
NHMRC recommended dose limit for a member of
the public per year (this limit does not include
natural background or medical exposure)
Maximum dose received by a driver transporting St
Marys waste (includes loading/unloading)
Medical chest radiography (chest dose)
Return air flight - Sydney to Los Angeles
Maximum dose that would be received by a person
standing for one hour at a distance 2 m from a truck
carrying St Marys waste (estimated from measured
dose rates)
Average dose received by drivers transporting St
Marys waste (including loading/unloading)
Medical chest radiography (whole body dose)
Maximum dose received by a driver transporting
CSIRO waste (estimated from measured dose rates
in cabins)
Maximum dose that would be received by a person
standing for one hour at a distance 2 m from a truck
carrying CSIRO waste (estimated from measured
dose rates')

Radiation Dose

20,000 uSv

4,000 nSv
2,000 uSv
1,000 uSv

150 nSv

140 uSv
100 uSv
50uSv

50uSv

30uSv
6uSv

1 uSv

Source: Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
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